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Aimer refrain album

New user registrations have been disabled until new notifications are available. If you want to create an account, please message Generasia on Facebook. Thank you! Source ViewViewHistoryMore Limited Anime Edition Cover Artist Aimer Single Ref:rain / Mabayui Bakari (眩いばか⼦) Released 2018.02.21 Catalog Number SECL-2
252~3 (Limited Edition) SECL-2254 (Regular Edition) SECL-2255~6 (Limited Anime Edition) Price ¥1.6 1,350 (Regular Edition) CD Tracklist DVD Tracklist Hana no Uta MUSIC VIDEO (花の唄) ONE MUSIC VIDEO Koi wa Ameagari no You ni Non-Credit Ending Movie (「恋⾬は上が⼦のよに」ノンクレジット シンシシングシービー) The
single was released in three versions: a limited cd + DVD version, a regular CD version and a limited edition anime CD + DVD with a special cover illustration. The song Ref:rain was used as the ending theme song for the anime Koi wa Ameagari no You ni. Oricon Chart Positions Aimer promotes single Mon Tue Saturday Saturday Week
Sales Ratings - 5 3 7 10 9 12 6 18,050 13 35 27 23 25 28 31 32 2,726 22 - 47 44 45 49 - 55 1.28 5 37 - - 47 48 - - 64 921 46 - - - - 83 666 - - - - - - - - - - 93 531 Five Months Sales Ranking 2018 February 19 20,776 Total sales reported: 24,179 * External Links Oricon Profile: Limited Edition | Regular Version | Fate/stay night limited anime
version: Heaven's Feel III. The spring song will be released on August 15, 2020 and will serve as the final entry for the ongoing anime trio. Previous film Fate/stay night: Heaven's Feel II. Lost Butterfly was released last year and is seen by more than 1.09 million people in Japan, which has more than $1.67 billion in box office revenue. A
new commercial for the third and final upcoming film was shown on TV in Japan on August 8 with new cuts by the main characters. It can be seen below. Fate/stay night: Heaven's Feel III. the spring song CM A special live viewing is scheduled to take place on August 15, 2020, the same day the film was released. This viewing will feature
partly from the film as well as a talk by director Tomonori Sudō, who directed the entire trio, as well as the main voice cast. Aimer will also perform live on the stream. Those attending the live stream in Japan will receive a fate/stay night for free: Heaven's Feel III. three-dimensional spring song poster. Tickets are now available for
purchase through the official website. ©TYPE-MOON‧UFOTABLE‧FSNPC Japanese Singer Aimer is known for its deep, raucous voice that once you hear it, you'll never forget it. Last year, Aimer released the song STAND-ALONE which was used as the main theme for the Japanese drama Anata no Ban Desu. She followed that up
with Torches, which was the ending song for the Vinland Saga anime series. Her new and 18th single Haru wa Yuku/marie will be released on March 25, 2020. Haru wa Yuku will be used as the main theme for the anime film to Fate/stay night: Heaven's Feel III. It's a spring song. released on March 28, 2020 as the final film in the
scheduled trio. The other song, marie, was used as the theme song for the Habsburg Exhibition of Japan and Austria. Aimer concludes the Aimer Hall Tour 19/20 rouge de bleu at the Tokyo International Forum (Hall A) on February 22 and 23. The tour, themed around red and blue, began last October, and saw Aimer perform 24 shows in
17 cities across Japan. During the Torches performance, Aimer actually stepped onto the stage holding a torch. Aimer announced during the encore of the tour's final show that it would be released for digital download and streaming that night, before the CD's March 25 release. She also announced her next tour, aimer Acoustic Tour
2020. The audio tour will begin on September 4, 2020 and will see Aimer perform 18 shows in 17 cities across Japan. Aimer 18th Single – Haru wa Yuku/marie Release Date: March 25, 2020 First Press Limited Edition (CD+DVD): ¥1,700 (Before Tax) [SECL-2555~2556] Regular Edition (CD-Only): ¥1,300 (Before Tax) [SECL-2557]
Limited Pressing Edition (CD+DVD): ¥1,700 (Before Tax) [SECL-2558~2559] *Fate/stay night: Heaven's Feel special packaging Aimer Acoustic Tour 2020 2020/9/4 @ Misato City Cultural Hall, Saitama 2020/9/12 @ Bunka Parc Joyo (Joyo City Cultural Center), Kyoto 2020/9/13 @ Shunashi Bunka Hall, Yamaguchi 2020/9/20 @ Obihiro
City Community Hall, Hokkaido 2020/9/22 @ KITAGAS Culture Hall (Chitose Cultural Center), Hokkaido 2020/9/26 @ Niikawabunka Hall, Toyama 2020/9/27 @ Tsuruga Bunka Center, Fukui 2020/10/10 @ Houzan Hall, Kagoshima 2020/10/17 @ Naruto Municipal Cultural Hall, Tokushima 2020/10/18 @ Kochi Prefectural Culture Hall,
Kochi 2020/10/24 @ Beppu Beacon Plaza Philharmonia Hall, Oita 2020/10/25 @ City Kaikan Sears Home Yume Hall Kumamoto 2020/10/31 @ Yamagata Citizens' Hall, Yamagata 2020/11/1 @ Iwaki Alios Performing Arts Center, Fukushima 2020/11/7 @ Sinfonia Technology Hibiki Hall Ise, Mie 2020/11/19 @ Yamanashi Culture Hall,
Yamanashi 2020/11/26 @ Christ Shinagawa Church, Tokyo 2020/11/27 @ Christ Shinagawa Church, Tokyo Fan Club Pre-Sale Tickets: Official website: Music videos for Aimer Haru wa Yuku's new song were posted on the singer's official YouTube channel. The song will be used as the main theme for the upcoming anime film Fate/stay
night: Heaven's Feel III. spring song will be released on March 28, 2020 as the final film in the scheduled trio. Aimer also performed the main themes for the previous two films, Fate/stay night: Heaven's Feel I. flower (2017) and Fate/stay night: Heaven's Feel II. loss of butterflies (2019). Takahiro Miki is the director for Aimer Aimer's
previous two the theme for the first two films, Hana no Uta and I beg you, both have over 10 million views on YouTube. They play Japanese actress Minami Hamabe. Both Miki Takahiro and Minami Hamabe are back for the final music video, completing the trio. In the video, we see Minami Hamabe in two different outfits, black and white,
standing underneath a cherry blossom tree in full bloom. Its beauty is a faint charm with the film story Fate/stay Night: Heaven's Feel, mixed with chaos. We also saw Hamabe appear as she did in Hana no Uta and I also beg you music videos. Seeing an actress star in a long-term music video project like this, which has been going on
since October 2017, is really a rarity. The current version of the new music video is just a teaser, but the full version is expected to be released on Aimer's YouTube channel in the near future. The artwork for Aimer Haru wa Yuku's 18th single/marie was also posted on its official website and features Aimer himself sitting under a cherry
tree in full bloom. Aimer said: 'I'm incredibly happy to be able to knit this story together into a three-song word with [Yuki] Kajiura and three music videos with director Miki and Minami, ending with 'Haru wa Yuku.' I am filled with gratitude for both [Miki and Minami]. I want people to see this last work while thinking about 'Hana no Uta' and 'I
beg you.' I hope this music video and the song 'Haru wa Yuku' resonate with people deeply. ©TYPE-MOON‧UFOTABLE‧FSNPC Aimer 18th Single – Haru wa Yuku/marie Release date: March 25, 2020 First Press Limited Edition (CD+DVD): ¥1,700 (Before Tax) [SECL-2555~2555~2555~6] Regular Edition (CD-Only: ¥1,300 (Pre-tax)
[SECL-2557] Limited Pressing Edition (CD+DVD): ¥1,700 (Before Tax) [SECL-2558~2559] *Fate/stay night: Heaven's Feel special packaging Aimer Official Website: Fate/stay night: Heaven's Feel III. Spring song Release Date: March 28, 2020 Official website: Japanese singer-songwriter Aimer, Known for her deep and husky voice, she
is currently on a 24-day Aimer Hall Tour 19/20 rouge de bleu that is taking her to 17 locations across Japan. The spring song will be released as the last film in the trio scheduled for 2020. Aimer also performed the main themes for the previous two films, Fate/stay night: Heaven's Feel I. presage flower (2017) and Fate/stay night: Heaven's
Feel II. loss of butterflies (2019). The title of the song is Haru wa Yuku (Spring Continues). It will be produced by Yuki Kajiura, who also produced Aimer's previous two main themes, Hana no Uta and I beg you. I beg you to reach No. 1 on the chart Oricon's weekly CD Singles, so excitement is high to hear Aimer's next collaboration with
Kajiura. Haru wa Yuku will on March 25, 2020 as Aimer's 18th single. It will include a new song called Marie being used as a picture song for the 600-year Habsburg Dynasty royal collection, an exhibition currently taking place at the National Museum of Western Art in Tokyo from Until January 26, 2020 to commemorate the 150th



anniversary of japanese and Austrian friendship. Aimer said: I'm both happy and privileged to be able to sing all the main theme songs until the last movie is like this. I want to thank Kajiura, as well as everyone involved in the series, and all those who love the series, from the bottom of my heart. I was overwhelmed when Kajiura presented
me with this song. I know we're going to have to perfect it to the smallest details. But I also wanted to sing about love, and all the emotions it accompanied, briefly in one answer, and so I sang with everything I had. I can't stop hoping that 'Haru wa Yuku' is a song that people who have followed the story to the end will love. Yuki Kajiura
said: I am very happy from the bottom of my heart to be able to work on the three main theme songs of Fate / stay night: Heaven's Feel with Aimer. Throughout the film, her voice has added to its taste, and has continually bonded everything from sound to world and how heroines are portrayed. And she has once again poured her soul into
'Haru wa Yuku,' the song of the final chapter. I hope people like it. Japanese singer-songwriter Aimer, who is known for her iconic husky vocals, released two albums at once in April―Sun Dance and Penny Rain―is the first album she released in two and a half years. With no time to breathe, she immediately dropped an entirely new song
the following month titled STAND-ALONE, which was used for the Japanese drama Anata no Ban Desu, and reached no. 1 on the Japanese music charts. Marie Antoinette in Court Dress by Élisabeth Vigée Le Brun, 1778 (Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien) The Habsburg Dynasty 600 Years of Imperial Collections is an upcoming
exhibition that will take place at the National Museum of Western Art in Tokyo from October 19, 2019 to January 26, 2020 to celebrate Japan and Austria for 150 years. The exhibition asked the musicians to create a theme song based on someone from the Habsburg House for the event. Aimer wrote her new song Marie based on Marie
Antoinette, and it was chosen for the exhibition. It has yet to be announced when it will be released, but a TV advert for the exhibition was posted on TBS's official YouTube channel and contained a sn piece of the song. Speaking on this occasion, Aimer commented: Stories of the lives of people in the Habsburgs are filled with conflicting
feelings of joy and sadness, sadness, and collapsed. I received a request to write a song based on any topic, and I was immediately reminded of Marie Antoinette. She continued: 'I drew on my life in my own way in marie songs, from when she married in France at the age of 14 to the big final moments of her life. I hope people like the
combination of my voice with the great sound of the strings, and I hope it adds something to the Habsburg exhibition for those who are going. Marie Release Date: TBA Aimer Official Website: The Habsburg Dynasty 600 Years of Imperial Collections Running: October 19, 2019 – January 26, 2020 Venue: Western Art Museum (Ueno,
Tokyo) Exhibition website: Just released its 17th single Torches today (August 14)―is the ending theme song for the ongoing anime series Vinland Saga―Japanese singer Aimer has announced a brand new tour. Titled Aimer LIVE TOUR 19/20 rouge de bleu, the tour will begin this fall from October 31 and take her to 17 cities across
Japan for 24 shows. The theme of the tour is red and blue as evident in the French use of the tour title for color. This is in contrast to her first performance at Nippon Budokan on August 29, 2017 with a black and white theme (blanc et noir). We look forward to seeing how she uses these new colors on her new tour. Those who receive a
copy of Aimer's new Single Torch can access tickets before selling for the tour. Speaking about the tour, Aimer commented: A total of 24 shows. The theme this time is red and blue. I will sing with you with everything I have on every day the songs I find myself able to sing because of the time we are in right now. I intend to make my most
amazing tour ever. I look forward to meeting you all from the bottom of my heart. See you out there. Torches Release Date: August 14, 2019 First Press Limited Edition (CD+DVD): ¥1,700 (Before Tax) [SECL-2480] Regular Edition (CD Only): ¥1,300 (Before Tax) [SECL-2482] Limited Pressing Edition (CD+DVD): ¥1,500 (Before Tax)
[SECL-2483] *Comes in special anime packaging Aimer LIVE TOUR 19/20 rouge de bleu Schedule 2019/10/31 @ Ichikawa City Cultural Hall, Chiba 2019/11/03 @ Uenogakuen Hall, Hiroshima 2019/11/04 @ Sunport Takamatsu, Kagawa 2019/11/09 @ Kobe International House, Hyogo 2019/11/10 @ Kobe International House, Hyogo
2019/11/16 @ Sapporo Cultural Arts Theater hitaru, Hokkaido 2019/11/23 @ Niigata Prefectural Civic Center, Niigata 2019/12/01 @ Shizuoka City Community Hall, Shizuoka 2019/12/06 @ Fukuoka Sun Palace Hotel &amp; Hall, Fukuoka 2019/12/07 @ Fukuoka Sun Palace Hotel &amp; Hall, Fukuoka 2019/12/14 @ Sendai Sun Plaza,
Miyagi 2019/12/15 @ Sendai Sun Plaza, Miyagi 2019/12/22 @ Matsumoto Performing Arts Centre, Nagano 2020/01/04 @ ROHM Theatre , Kyoto 2020/01/05 @ Okayama City Hall, Okayama 2020/01/11 @ SONIC CITY, Saitama 2020/01/12 @ SONIC CITY, Saitama 2020/02/02 @ Morioka Shimin Bunka Hall, Iwate 2020/02/08 @ @
Century Hall National Assembly Center, Aichi 2020/02/09 @ Nagoya Congress Center Century Hall, Aichi 2020/02/14 @ Festival Hall, Osaka 2020/02/15 @ Festival Hall, Osaka 2020/02/22 @ Tokyo International Forum – Hall A, Tokyo 2020/02/23 @ Tokyo International Forum - Hall A, Tokyo Ticket Information Price: All reserved seats
¥7,200 (Tax included) * Those aged 6 and over must keep their tickets, kindergarten children are not allowed to enter the Play Date Ticketing: [Concert 2019] September 21, 2019 / [Concert 2020] November 2, 2019 Pre-sale tickets: Available by purchasing a copy of Torches Aimer's new single Torches. The window to buy tickets before
the sale ends on August 21 at 23:59 (JST). Register with the serial ID that came with the CD. Aimer Official Website: Aimer will release their 17th single Torches on August 14. While we waited for the CD to hit the shelves, our fans were treated to shortening the version of the music video in a follow-up preview. The title track used as the
ending track for the ongoing 24-episode anime series Vinland Saga began airing on July 7. The music video paints amazing images with fire and water along with the tribe-like sound of the Torch. The video also teases us with a sneak peek at other songs on the single including Blind to you and Daisy. Blind to you is reminiscent of Aimer's
earlier ballads while Daisy is a cheerful, leg-catching love song. The title track Torches will be released digitally independently on August 5 before the release of the CD. Torch release date: August 14, 2019 First Press Limited Edition (CD + DVD): ¥1,700 (Before Tax) [SECL-2480] Regular Edition (CD only): ¥1,300 (Previous) tax) [SECL-
2482] Limited Pressing Edition (CD+DVD): ¥1,500 (Before Tax) [SECL-2483] *Included in special anime packaging *Limited Edition DVD comes with Torches, Stand By You, We two and 3min music videos. Limited Pressing Edition DVD comes with Vinland Saga ending theme video with no credit. Aimer Official Website: Vinland Saga
Launch Date: July 7, 2019 Available on Amazon Prime Video in Japan and Abroad. Official website: vinlandsaga.jp Aimer began her Asia tour soleil et pluie on June 8 that took her to five cities across Asia, ending at Tokyo Dome City Hall today in Japan. Her performance in Shanghai at the National Convention and Exhibition Centre in
front of 6,000 fans in particular was a spectacular success. In her hometown of Tokyo, her set list includes a performance of several new songs including STAND-ALONE which is the main theme for the Japanese drama Anata no Ban Desu. At the end of the show, Aimer announced that she would be joining the 24-day tour across Japan
which will take place from October this year to February 2020. Main of club fans before ticket sales were sold today. Full details can be found on her official website. Aimer will release new song Torches on August 14. The song will be used as the ending theme for the anime television series Saga. Torch release date: August 14, 2019
First Press Limited Edition (CD + DVD): ¥1,700 (Pre-tax) [SECL-2480] Regular version (CD only): ¥1,300 (Pre-tax) [SECL-2482] Limited Pressing Edition (CD+DVD): ¥1,500 (Pre-tax) [SECL-2483] *Included in special anime packaging Aimer Official website: Vinland Saga Premiere Date: July 7, Official Website of 2019: vinlandsaga.jp
Aimer will release new single Torches on August 14. The song will be used as the ending theme for the upcoming television series Vinland Saga which will premiere on July 7. A new trailer has just been released in which you can hear the song. Aimer's emotional voice and the tribeic sound of the chorus perfectly match the great world of
Vinland Saga set in the waters of Iceland and Northern Europe. The cover photo for Torches was also posted on Aimer's official website. The artwork matches the song's title with Aimer wielding a torch while shrouded in darkness, showing a glimmer of hope. Torch release date: August 14, 2019 First Press Limited Edition (CD + DVD):
¥1,700 (Pre-tax) [SECL-2480] Regular version (CD only): ¥1,300 (Pre-tax) [SECL-2482] Limited Pressing Edition (CD+DVD): ¥1,500 (Pre-tax) [SECL-2483] *Included in special anime packaging Aimer Official website: Vinland Saga Premiere Date: July 7, Official Website of 2019: vinlandsaga.jp Aimer will release new single Torches on
August 14. The song will be used as the ending theme for the upcoming television series Vinland Saga which will premiere on July 7. The song pictures a torch-lit ocean in the evening and prompts one set on a new ride at night as with Aimer's digital single STAND-ALONE. Speaking about the collaboration, Aimer commented: While
reading the manga, I took photos of the evening sea lit by torchlight. When I wrote the song, I thought about life and death, and [the characters in the series] Thorfinn and Thors' feelings for them. I put on inspirational songs I get from these things. This is also an opportunity to challenge myself with something new in terms of the sound of
things. I would be delighted if people look forward to hearing it along with anime. Torch release date: August 14, 2019 First Press Limited Edition (CD + DVD): ¥1,700 (Pre-tax) [SECL-2480] Regular version (CD only): ¥1,300 (Pre-tax) [SECL-2482] Limited Pressing Edition (CD+DVD): ¥1,500 (Pre-tax) [SECL)[SECL-2482] Limited Pressing
Edition (CD+DVD): ¥1,500 (Pre-Tax) [SECL)[SECL-2482] Limited Pressing Edition (CD+DVD): ¥1,500 (Pre-Tax) -2483] *Included in special anime packaging Aimer Official website: Vinland Saga Premiere Date: July 7, Official Website of 2019: vinlandsaga.jp Aimer STAND-ALONE's new song is being used as the main theme for the
ongoing NTV Japanese drama Anata no Ban Desu which begins airing on April 14. The song has earned no. 1 on nine services Separate digital music on May 5 includes iTunes, Amazon, Recochoku, mora, d Music, mu-mo, Hikari TV Music, HAPPY Uta Furu and TSUTAYA Music. Aimer「INDEPENDENT」MUSIC VIDEO Music of the
song starring Kei Tanaka and Nao Honda, who starred in the drama. Aimer has just released two new albums Sun Dance and Penny Rain at the same time on April 10. Both recordings reached No. 1 and No. 2 on popular music streaming services including iTunes, mora and Recochoku. Penny Rain also reached No. 1 on Oricon's Daily
Albums Chart while Sun Dance peaked at number two. With two new albums out of pocket nearly two and a half years since her last, Aimer has released a whole new track. Titled STAND-ALONE, the single was released yesterday (April 11), and it has been revealed that it will be used as the main theme for the upcoming Japanese
drama Anata no Ban Desu. The murder mystery starred Tomoyo Harada and Kei Tanaka in the lead roles. STAND-ALONE will be released digitally on May 5, 2019. Aimer made the following statement about her involvement: I am happy to be in charge of the main theme song for another drama. I had just released my 5th studio album
Sun Dance and Penny Rain, but I decided to set off on a new adventure and so I took STAND-ALONE which I poured my recollections and longings into. The song is about a hun if something is about to happen. I hope that it goes well with the world of Anata no Ban Desu every week. INDEPENDENT Release Date: May 5, 2019 *
Released simultaneously on digital music services including iTunes. Sun Dance / Penny Rain Release Date: April 10, 2019 Regular Edition (CD): ¥2,000 Each (Before Tax) First Press Limited Edition A (Both Albums + Blu-ray): ¥4,800 (Before Tax) First Press Limited Edition B (Both Albums + DVDs): ¥4.40 0 (Previous) tax) *Limited
Edition Blu-ray and DVD with 10 Limited Pressing Edition music videos:¥9,000 (Pre-tax) * Limited Edition Blu-ray has 10 music videos and live footage from Aimer's 2018-2019 tour. Comes in a special box and Sun Dance jigsaw puzzle. Aimer's official website: Anata no Ban Desu Original broadcast: April 14, 2019 Official website:
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